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Abstract

A suite of In Sire PermeableFlow Sensors was deployed at the site of the SavannahRiver
Integrated Demonstration to monitor the interactionbetween the groundwaterflow regime and
air injected into the saturatedsubsurfacethrough a horizontal well. One of the goals of the
experiment was to determineff a groundwatercirculationsystemwas inducedby the air injection
process. The data suggest thatno such circulation system was established,perhaps due to the
heterogeneous natureof the sediments throughwhich the injectedgas had to travel. The steady
state and transientgroundwaterflow patternsobservedsuggest that the injected airfollowed high
permeability pathways from the injection well to the water table. The preferentialpathways
through the essentially horizontal impermeable layers appearto have been created by drilling
activities at the site.
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: Introduction

In orderto cleanup the numerousenvironmentallycontaminatedsites aroundthe U. S. in an
, efficient and cost effective manner,new remediationtechnologies will be required. In addition,

new monitoring technologies areneeded to wack the progressand measure the effectiveness of
the remediation technologies that are deployed. As partof this effort, the Cleanup of VOCs in

• Non-Add Soils Integrated Demonstrationwas conducted at the SavannahRiver Site in South
Carolina, with the goal of demonstratingthe utility of using horizontal wells for in sire air
stripping,in situ bioremediationand in situ heating to remove/desu'oyvolatile organic compounds
(VOCs) in saturatedand unsaturatedsoils. In addition to the field scale implementation of
innovativeremediationtechnologies, numerousinnovativesupportingtechnologies were deployed
to characterizethe site, monitor the remediationprocess and treat the off-gas that resulted from
the in situ air stripping

The In Situ Permeable Flow Sensor is one of the monitoring technologies which was
developed and demonslrated as part of the Savannah River Integrated Demonstration. This
instrumentuses a thermalperturbationtechnique to directlymeasure the magnitude and direction
of the full 3-dimensional groundwater flow velocity in an approximately 1 cubic meter
volume of unconsolidated, saturatedsediments. The purpose of deploying this technology during

the Integrated Demonstration was to measure the effect of air injection into the saturated
sediments on the groundwaterflow patternsat the site and thereby contributeto an understanding
of the zone of influence of the remediation process. Beyond serving the local needs of the
Integrated Demonstration,and additional goal was to develop an instnmaent that could be used
throughoutthe environmentalcharacterization,monitoringand remediationindustry. To that end,
a cah'brationexperiment was conductedat another location on the SavannahRiver Site where a
direct comparison could be made between measurementsobtained with the flow sensors and
results obtained with standardhydrologic techniques. A complete description of the In Situ
PermeableFlow Sensor technology, aswell as the results of the cal_ration experimentdescribed
above, can be found in Ballard et al. (1994).

Background

The Savannah River Integrated Demonstrationwas a multi-phased experiment designed to
investigate the utility of using pairedhorizontalboreholes to simultaneously inject and extract
gas to/from the subsurface to achieve removal and/or destruction of VOCs that reside in the
subsurface (WSRC, 1991). Two horizontalwells were installed at the site in 1989 (Kaback et
al., 1989). These wells are illustrated in Figure 1 both in map view and cross section. During
Phase I of the Demonstration(July to December, 1990), air was injected into the lower well at
a variety of rates up to 300 standardcubic feet per minute (scfm) and air was extracted from the
upper well at approximately 600 scfm (Looney, 1991). In transit,the air bubbledup through the
saturated sediments to the water table and then travelled through the vadose zone to the
extraction well. The extraction rate was maintained well above the injection rate to ensure good
communication between the two wells and to prevent the injected air from enlarging the

• contaminantplume. As the airtravelled through the subsurface, the VOCs in the groundwater
and in the vadose zone were volatilized and extracted from the subsurface along with the air.
Duringthe course of the experiment,a total of 16,000 pounds of VOCs were removed from the
subsurface by this process. During Phase II of the project, which lasted for 14 months from
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Figure 1 - a) Map of the IntegratedDemonstrationsite• The smalldots show the location of
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injectionwell, AlVIH-1.Northrefersto plantnorthwhichis 36° west of truenorth.
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February,1992 through April, 1993, a few percentmethane was mixed with the injected air to
stimulatethe growth of indigenous microorganismswhich degradeVOCs.

An importantaspectof assessing the success of these remediationtechniquesis to understand
the dynamicsof the gas transportthroughthe subsurfaceand to determinethe zone of influence

t

of the in situ air strippingprocess. In a perfectly homogeneous medium, equal amountsof gas
would emanate from all sections of the injection well and rise in a uniform fashion to the

, extractionwell. In fact, the subsurfaceat the site is decidedly inhomogeneous, being composed
primarilyof sand with lenticularclay horizonsdistributedthroughout(Eddy et al., 1991, Eddy-
Dilek et al., 1993). In all likelihood, more gas emanatedfrom the sections of the injectionwell
located in the more permeable sand horizons and less in the relatively impermeable silts and
clays. Once the air was out in the formation, it probablyfollowed rather tortuous preferential
pathways upwardthroughthe subsurfacerather than rising in a uniform fashion. It is important
to try to understandthe degree to which the airwas constrainedto flow within these preferential
pathways becausethe relatively impermeableportions of the subsurfacewhich didnot experience
significantgas flux were probablyremediatedto a significantly lesser degree than were portions
which were subjected to more flux.

Another importantconsiderationis the influence that the groundwaterflow at the site had on
the air injection process and vice versa. If the groundwaterwere stagnant, then the groundwater
that lay in the path of the injected air as it moved upwardthroughthe saturatedportion of the
subsurfacewould be remediatedand then no more VOCs would be extracted(except for those
which diffused out of the relatively impermeablezones). On the other hand, if there were
significant groundwaterflow throughthe site then remediatedgroundwaterwould be continually
removed from the zone of influence of the airstrippingprocess while new contaminatedwater
would flow into the zone of influence to be remediatedin turn. A possibility that also needs to
be considered is that the injected aircould induce a groundwatercirculationsystem which would
continually remove remediated groundwater from the zone of influence of the air slripping
process and bring in contaminatedgroundwaterto replace it. In this scenario, the injected air
would render the water column directly above the injection well less dense than the adjacent
water, causing the water above the injection well to rise. As the water approachedthe water
table it would be forced to flow laterally away from the location in the subsurface where the
injected air was transferredfrom the saturatedzone below the water table to the vadose zone.
The water would ultimately flow dovmward and then back toward the injection well thereby
forming a circulationcell thatwould resemble a thermal convection pattern. The driving force
for this circulation cell would be buoyancy contrastsinduced by the injected air rather than by
thermal processes.

In Situ PermeableFlow Sensorswere deployed at the site to monitor the interactionbetween
the air injection system and the groundwaterflow regime. The first set of flow sensors was
installed prior to the initiation of Phase I of the project. The locations of those probes is
illustrated in map and cross sectional views in Figures l a and 2. The Phase I results are
described in detail by Ballard(1992). Since these flow sensors were essentially prototypesand
the first ones ever deployed for environmentalpurposes,they suffered from a number of design
flaws which rendered them insensitive to the horizontalcomponent of the groundwaterflow
velocity. They did, however, successfully measure the vertical component of the flow. Prior to

' Phase H, a suite of 5 redesigned flow sensors was installed at the site at locations illustrated in
Figures l a and 3. The problems with the first set of flow sensors were resolved prior to
fabrication of the second set of sensors and the probes were able to monitor the full three
dimensional flow velocity as a function of time during the air stripping operation. Just before
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Figure 4 - Cross section C-C' showing the location of the second set of Phase II probes.

the end of Phase H operations, three more sensors were installed at locations illustrated in Figures
la and 4. Note that two of these probes, MHM22D and MHM23 were emplaced just above the
"green clay" at a depth of about 165 feet. The clay has thermal properties which are significantly
different from those of the sand d/rectly above it and since the flow sensors are:So close to the
clay this contrast in thermal properties has corrupted the vertical flow measurements obtained
with these probes. The vertical components from these probes have not been reported in Table I.

Results

Two flow regimes were observed during the course of the experiment. The first reflected the
steady state flow velocity when the air injection system had been either on or off for more than
several days, and the second was a transient flow regime observed immediately after the air
injection system was turned on or off. These two flow regimes will be considered in turn.

Steady state flow velocity
The steady state flow velocities measured at the site are tabulated in Table 1 and the steady

• state velocities observed when the air injection system was off are illustrated in Figure 5. The
data plotted in Figure 5 reflect the flow before the air injection operation was initiated, after it
ended, or at times during the experiment when the air injection system had been turned offt

temporarily and had been off for more than a few days. In Figure 5, the length and orientation
of each arrow reflects the magnitude and direction of the horizontal component of the
groundwater flow velocity measured at the location at the base of the arrow. The horizontal flow



Table 1 - Steady state flow velocities.

I

Air Injection Off Air Injection On
,II

Probe Vortical H_ Azimuth Vertical Hor/zontal Azimuth
(ft./day) (/_/day) (o) (fl,/day) (fl/day) ,, (o)

MI_6 .04 na na 22 na na
i i

Ivtt_8 .08 na na .08 na na

MHM9S .04 -'-.05 .05 ± .03 -150 '-20 variable variable variableiiiii iii

MHM9D .00 -,-.01 .03 ± .02 -15 ,40 .01 :t:.02 .04 -,-.03 -I0 ,454

MHMI0 .11 + .03 .03 + .03 102 ± 96 .11 4..02 .01 4..02 102 + 123

MHMIIS .ll 4..03 .07 + .04 -30 4-30 .ll 4..03 .04 4..04 -30 4-60

MHMIID -.01 + .01 .05 ± .02 -88 4. 20 -.01 4..0! .04 + .07 -88 4. 25

MHM22S -.14 ± .04 .15 4..06 -50 ± 20 .03 4..03 .04 4..04 20 + 90

MHM22D na .16 4..04 -120 4. 12 na .14 4..03 -110 + 12
i , i i

MHM23 na .11 ± .02 -35 + I0 na .I0 ± .02 -35 '" I0

velocity at MHMI0 is not plottedin Figure5 because it was not statisticallydifferent from zero.
The data suggest that the backgroundflow at the site is predominantlyhorizontal and oriented
in a northwesterlydirection. The magnitude of the flow is fairly low, about 0.1 fl/day. That
these flow velocities aredown near the lower detection limit of the flow sensors is indicated by
the fact that the uncertainties in the measurements are almost as large as the measurements
themselves (Ballardeta]., 1994). These data correspondwell to the expected groundwaterflow
direction, which is towardThreeRuns Creeklocated to the northwestof the site (Eddy-Dilek et
al., 1993).

The steady state flow velocity data in Table 1 also indicate that Re flow velocities observed
when the air injection system was on are indistinguishablefrom the velocities measured when
the systemwas off, with a few exceptions. Threeof the probes,MHM6, MHM9S and MHM22S
all measured significant increases in the steady state, upwardly directed vertical flow velocity
when the air injection system was operatingas comparedto when it was turned off. Only one
probe,_2S, measureda significantchangein horizontalflow. Itdetected a horizontal flow
of.15 ± .06 _day when the airwas turnedoffbut statistically insignificant horizontalflow when
the air was on.

Since changes in horizontal flow were not observedby most of the probes, it is unlikely that
the changes in apparent vertical flow truly reflect groundwaterflow since the water that some
of the probesdetected flowing upwardwould have to flow horizontally when it got to the water
table. The observed changes in vertical flow are probably the result of air flowing past the
probesratherthan water. The velocity rrmgnitudesreportedin Table 1 were calculated assuming
that the flow past the probes is purely water with no air bubbles in it. The probes areunable to
distinguish the flow of air from the flow of water,particularly in a two phase system, so it is not

l0
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Figure 5 - Steady state horizontal flow velocities when the air injection system was turnedoff.

poss_le to determine the magnitudeof the velocity of the airnor the amountof air in the water.
The change in horizontal flow detected by MHM22S, which also observed a significant change
in vertical flow when the airwas on, probablyreflects disruptionof the backgroundhorizontal
flow by injected air surroundingthe probe.

To furthersubstantiatethe hypothesis that some of the probes are responding to the flow of
air rather than water, consider the vertical flow velocity data from the probes in MHM9S and
MHMgD, illustratedin Figure6. Prior to time 336.55, the air injection systemwas operating and
the probe in MHM9S was measuringa steady, verticallyupwardflow of .18 + .03 ft/day. When

. the air injection system was turned off at time 336.55, the vertical flow observed by MHM9S
decreased gradually to near zero and remained there until the air injection system was turned
back on approximately 2 days aider it had been turned off. When the air was turned back on,

• the apparent vertical flow increased abruptly back to almost the same level where it was before
the air injection system was turned off. The flow sensor in MHM9D responded quite differently
to the change in status of the air injection system. Prior to the time when the air injection system
was turned off, the probe measured negligible vertical flow. When the air went off, a small,

ll
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Figure 6 - Vertical flow velocity as a function of time measured by probes MttM9S and
MHM9D. The vertical lines indicate times when changes in the status of the air injection system
_. The dashed lines are uncertainty estimates.

transient, upwardly directed flow was observed. This transient flow decayed away after about
24 hours,, at which time the vertical flow was once again statistically indistinguishable from zero.
When the air injection system was turned back on again, another small, transient vertical flow
was induced, but this time the flow was directed vertically downward rather than upward.

The most plausible explanation for these observations is that the probes are responding to the
flow of air, and changes in the distribution of air, in the subsurface. Note that the two probes
are deployed one above the other in the same borehole. All the cables for the lower probe pass
through the interior of the upper probe. The hole in which these probes were deployed
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penetrateda thin,relatively impermeablecalcareoussandlayerat a depth approximatelymidway
between the positions of the two probes(Eddy-Dileket al, 1993). While the formationcollapsed
around the probes after emplacement so that there was no borehole per se when the
measmements were made, there did exist a high permeabilityhole throughthe calcareous sand

• layer between the two probes. When the air injection system was on, it is possible that air
azcmnelatedbeneath this sandlayer andmade its way upwardthroughthe hole createdwhen the

, probes were emplaced. Once through the calcareous sand layer the air probably continued
upwardalong the high permeabilityconduit createdby the collapse of the formationaroundthe
pipe connecting the pair of probes with the surface. This air flow is observed by the probe in
MHMgS which is above the c_¢areous sand layer but not by the probe in MttM9D which is
below the sand layer. When the air was turned off, the air which was trappedbelow the sand
layer graduallyfound its way throughthe calcareous sandlayer until it was gone. The observed
decrease in apparentvertical flow at MHM9S is consistentwith this hypothesis. The airwhich
was formerly trappedbelow the calcareoussand layerwas replaced by water which had to flow
into the space fromadjacentregions. The transient,upwardlydirectedflow observedat MHM9D
suggests thatat least some of that water came fi_m below. When all the trappedairwas gone,
the Wansientflow at MHM9D returnedto zero. When the air injection system was reinitialized,
air once again collected below the calcareous sand layer, displacing water which flowed
downward past the probe in MHM9D. The steady, upwardlydirected flow at MHM9S was
reestablished.

Transient flow
As described above, most of the probesmeasured the same steady state flow velocity when

the air was on as they observed when the air was off. Several probes did, however, observe
dramatictransientchanges in flow velocity immediately following changes in the status of the
air injection system. The best example comes from the probe in MHMIID which was only 14
feet from the injection well (6 feet horizontallyand 12 feet vertically). Figure 7 illustrates the
flow velocity measuredby that probeas a function of timeover a one week period. Priorto time
213.55, the air injection system was operatingand had been operatingwithout interruptionfor
almost two weeks. The groundwaterflow velocity observedby the flow sensor in MHM11D was
fairly low in magnitude,purelyhorizontaland orienteddue west relative to plant north. On day
213.55, the air injection system was turnedoff for almost 5 days to perform system maintenance.
Immediately after the air injection system was turnedoff the flow velocity changed abruptly.
A verticallyupwardcomponent of flow was induced,the horizontalcomponent of flow increased
more than fivefold and the orientation of the horizontalcomponentshifted counterclockwiseby
about40°, from due west to a more southwesterlydirection. This transientflow velocity reached
a maximum magnitude about 10 hours after the air injection system was turned off and then
began to subside. By about 2 days after the air was shut off the flow velocity had returned to
the level where it had been prior to the interruptionin the air injection process. When the air
injection system was turnedon againroughly 5 days afterit had been turnedoff another transient

• perturbationto the flow field was observed. A vertically upwardflow was induced once again
and the horizontal component again increased approximatelyfivefold. This time the direction
of the horizontalcomponent changedfrom roughly west relative to plant northto approximately

" due north.
The most plausible explanation for these observationsis that when the air injection system

was turned off the injected air which was still in the saturatedsubsurfacerose to the water table
and was replaced by water. This resulted in groundwaterflow toward locations formerly

13
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occupied by air. When the air injection system was off and was turned back on, air would
suddenly displace water at certainlocations in the subsurfaceand water would be forced to flow
away from those locations. The implication is that these transientscan be used to locate
positions in the subsurfacewhere air was concentratedwhen the air injection system was on.

" While most of the probes exhibited transientbehaviors in response to changes in the status
of the air injectionsystem, the probeswhich showed significant upwardapparentflow due to air

. flowing past the probesshowed very erratictransientbehaviors and will not be consideredhere.
The maximum horizontal transient flow velocities from the other probes are illustrated in
Figure 8. FromprobesMHM22D and MHM23, only transientdatafrom an event where the air
injection system went from on to off areavailable. When the air injection system went from off
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Figure 8- Map showing the maximum transienthorizontal flow velocities which occurred
immediately following changes in the statusof the air injection system. Unless otherwise noted,
the velocities reflect the response observed at times when the air injection system was on and
was mined off.
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to on, the flow in MI]M9D was reduced to near zero and hence is not illustratedin Figure 8.
Probes MIiMI IS and MHMI ID showed transientbehavior on several occasions in response to
both turning the air on and turningit off.

When the air went from off to on, probes MHMIIS and HMI ID observed significantly
L

enhancedflows in a direction away from the injection well. This is consistent with a scenario
where air suddenlydisplaces water in the in_nediatevicinity of the air injection well and causes
the groundwaterto flow away from those locations. When the air went from on to off, it is
expected that the flow should point to locations in the subsurfacewhere air was concentrated.
MHM1IS, which is the only one of the 5 probesbeing consideredwhich is not down near the
top of the "greenclay", indicatedflow to the east. MHM23, which is just above the top of the
clay, shows Iransiem flow toward the southeast, for unknown reasons. The other three deep
probes however, MHMgD, MHMllD and MHM22D, all point to a comn_n location in the
vicinity of MHM6, which is one of the probes where upwardflow of air was observed. This
location also coincides with the point where the horizontalair injection well, AMHI, steepens
and penetratesthe top of the "greenclay" (see the cross section in Figures lb and 2). These data
suggest that this areamay be the location of one of the preferredpathways used by the injected
air to travel throughthe saturatedsubsurfacefrom the injection well to the water table. It is
poss_le that when the horizontal well penetrated the clay, it created a pathway through the
relatively impermeableclay layer. Air that was subsequentlyinjected into the formationbelow
the clay may have exploitedthis hole to make its way upwardto the wa*,ertable and then to the
extractionwell. This would result in a concentrationof airbetween the point where the injection
well penetratedthe top of the clay and the watertable. Whenthe air injection systemwas turned
off, the air in this areawould rise to the watertable and be replaced by water which would flow
toward this area from the surroundingformation. When all the air had risen across the water
table, the flow would cease, explainingthe transientnatureof the observed flow.

Conclusion

In Situ Permeable Flow Sensors were used at the site of the SavannahRiver Integrated"
Demonstration Site to chantcterizethe interaction between the in situ air strippingprocess and
the groundwaterflow regime. In particular,the poss_iiity that the air injection process might
itself induce a groundwatercirculationsystemwas investigated. Such a circulationsystem might
be expectedsince airbubblesin the watercolumndirectlyabove the horizontal air injection well
would renderthe waterless dense thanadjacentgroundwater. A groundwatercirculationsystem
would be desirable since it would remove remediatedgroundwaterfrom the zone of influence
of the remediation system and bring in new contaminatedgroundwaterfor treatment.

While changes in the steadystate vertical flow velocity wereobserved by some of the probes,
none of the probesmeasuredsignificantchanges in the steady state horizontalflow velocity. The
absence of such changes in horizontal flow velocity dictate that no significant groundwater
circulationsystemwas inducedby the air injection system. The observed changes in the apparent
vertical flow velocity probablyreflect the flow of airpast the probes,not water. This air could
flow past the probes then leave the _turated subsurfaceat the watertable without requiringany
lateral flow in adjacent areas.

Transient changes in the groundwaterflow velocity observedimmediatelyfollowing changes
in the status of the air injection system point to portions of the subsurface where air was
concentratedwhen the air injection system was on. When the air injection system was off and
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was turnedon, air displaced groundwaternear the injection well, forcing water to flow away
from these locations. When the air injection system was on and was turned off, injected air that
remained in the saturatedsubsurfacetravelledupwardto the water table to be replacedby water,
resulting in the flow of groundwatertowardthose locations. The results obtained at this site

• suggest that a preferred pathway for air flow was created through the relatively impermeable
"greenclay" directly above the point where the horizontal injection well intersected the top of

. the clay.
The results suggest that two phenomenawine probablyoperativeat this site which shouldbe

considered when implementing this type of remediationsystem. The first is that the air flow
throughthe subsurfaceis likely to be channelizedalong high permeabilitypathways. The degree
to which the flow will be channelizedis highly dependent on the local geology which will vary
significantly from site to site. The second phenomena which needs to be considered is that
penetration of the subsurfaceby boreholes probably createshigh permeabilitypathways for air
flow throughthe relatively impermeablehorizons.
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